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Authored by: A Call to Action 

4 Risk Management Principles: 

1. As risk increases, supervision should also increase 

2. Risk increases as isolation increases 

3. Risk increases as accountability decreases 

4. Risk increases when there is an imbalance of 

power, authority, influence, and control between 

a potential abuser and potential victim. 
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Plan to Protect 
A protection plan for Children and Youth  
A protection plan for Churches 

A Call to Action 
Children are not the church of the future, they are the church of today. The Lord Jesus 

told us that unless we have the faith of a little child, we will not enter into the kingdom 

of heaven. But our children are also vulnerable.  Lacking strength, awareness and 

knowledge, they may possibly be objects of abuse. Thus, it is imperative that our 

churches protect them while they are under our care. 

As well, we must protect our workers. It is all too easy for an innocent action to be 

either misunderstood, or maliciously reinterpreted. Our workers need the security of 

knowing that they are in an environment where rules and procedures exclude any 

possibility of an erroneous accusation. 

Thus, Plan to Protect brings a rigorous structure for a safe environment for both 

children, youth and workers. When used carefully and accurately, it will assist churches 

to be proactive in this important area of physical and emotional protection. It will 

liberate children, workers and parents to do the work of teaching our children the riches 

of the Gospel. 

I commend those who have labored to bring this workbook to you, and I commend you 

for the work you will do to implement it. May the blessings of peace and safety be the 

harvest you reap from your labor. 

Your very real friend, 

Franklin Pyles, Former President 

The Christian and Missionary Alliance in Canada 
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Understanding: 

The Need: 

“Child abuse occurs every minute of every day, and it occurs in every community. Child 

abuse occurs in every economic, racial, ethnic, religious, or other demographic group. 

No segment of our society is immune. As Christians, we are called to be vigilant in 

protecting the children in our midst and in preventing child abuse in the community of 

faith.”1 

“Canadian authorities estimate that the incidence of child abuse and neglect in Canada 

parallels that of the United States. At least one in three girls and one in seven boys are 

sexually abused by the time they reach the age of 18. In the vast majority of cases, 

sexual abusers are known to their victims. More than half of all sexual abuse occurs 

within the family. Offenders come from all economic, ethnic, racial and educational 

backgrounds and religious traditions. They may be respected members of the 

community, church or synagogue.”2 

Child Abuse: 

• Physical Abuse: Physical abuse is any deliberate physical force or action that 

results, or could result, in injury to a child. It can include punching, slapping, 

beating, shaking, burning, biting or throwing a child. It is different than what is 

considered reasonable discipline.”3 

o Symptoms:  

▪ Hostile and aggressive behavior toward others 

▪ Fearfulness of parents and/or other adults 

                                                      

 

1  Thornburg Melton 1998, 18 
2 Faith Trust Institute 2006 
3 The Children’s Aid Society of London and Middlesex 2006 
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▪ Destructive behavior toward self, others and/or property 

▪ Inexplicable fractures or bruises inappropriate for child’s developmental 

stage 

▪ Burns, facial injuries, pattern of repetitious bruises 

• Sexual Abuse: “Sexual abuse occurs when a child is used for the sexual 

gratification of an adult or an older child. It can take many forms. This includes 

sexual intercourse, exposing a child’s private areas, indecent phone calls, 

fondling for sexual pleasure, allowing a child to look at or perform pornographic 

pictures or videos. Coercion (physical, psychological or emotional) is intrinsic to 

sexual abuse.”4 

o Symptoms: 

▪ Unusually advanced sexual knowledge and/or behavior for child’s age 

and developmental stage 

▪ Depression – cries for no apparent reason 

▪ Promiscuous behavior 

▪ Runs away from home and refuses to return 

▪ Difficulty walking or sitting  

▪ Bruised or bleeding in vaginal or anal areas 

▪ Exhibits frequent headaches, stomach aches, extreme fatigue 

▪ Sexually transmitted diseases 

• Emotional Abuse: “Emotional abuse is a pattern of behavior that attacks a 

child’s emotional development and sense of self worth. It includes excessive, 

aggressive, or unreasonable demands that place expectations on a child beyond 

his or her capacity. Emotional abuse includes constant criticizing, teasing, 

belittling, insulting, rejecting, ignoring or isolation the child. It also includes 

failure by the parent or caregiver to provide their children with love, emotional 

support and guidance.”5 

o Symptoms: 

▪ Exhibits severe depression and/or withdrawal 

▪ Exhibits severe lack of self-esteem  

                                                      

 

4 The Children’s Aid Society of London and Middlesex 2006 
5 The Children’s Aid Society of London and Middlesex 2006 
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▪ Failure to thrive 

▪ Threatens or attempts suicide 

▪ Speech and/or eating disorders 

▪ Goes to extremes to seek adult approval 

▪ Extreme passive/aggressive behavior patterns 

• Neglect: “Neglect is the failure to meet a child’s basic need for food, clothing, 

shelter, sleep, medical attention, education and protection from harm. This can 

occur when parents do not know about appropriate care for children, when they 

cannot adequately supervise their children or when they are unable to plan 

ahead.”6 

o Symptoms: 

▪ Failure to thrive 

▪ Pattern of inappropriate dress for climate 

▪ Begs or steals food; chronic hunger 

▪ Depression 

▪ Untreated medical conditions 

▪ Poor hygiene 

The Church’s Responsibility: 

In the church, we recognize that we are a reflection of God’s love to those in our care 

and we take our responsibility seriously. 

Micah 6:8 presents this challenge: “He has showed you, O man, what is good. And what 

does the Lord require of you? To act justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with 

your God.” (NIV) 

“Micah suggests that the Lord requires three things of us: 

• To act justly – We must work for justice, seeking to promote the truth 

and to speak out on behalf of the vulnerable. 

• To love mercy – Compassion needs to be the bedrock of all our work. 

                                                      

 

6 The Children’s Aid Society of London and Middlesex 2006 
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• To walk humbly with our God – Our personal and professional lives need 

to be marked by humility and righteousness. We all make mistakes and 

need to be prepared to admit it. We need to recognize our limitations, 

but with that to do our best to act with integrity. Above all, we mustn’t 

be afraid to engage in these difficult areas, trusting in a God who walks 

with us as encourager, friend and guide.”7 

“Local church leaders have a spiritual, moral and legal obligation to provide a secure 

environment for children, youth and volunteers who participate in church ministries. Child 

abuse is a criminal offence as well as a violation of human conscience and dignity. It is a 

violation of God’s moral law within the trusted context of relationship. The emotional, physical 

and spiritual trauma to victims, the destructive consequences for abusers and the devastating 

effects on the credibility of the church ministry and the name of Christ make it essential that the 

church take all appropriate steps to aid in the prevention of abuse.”8 

“The legal liabilities for a church can be enormous. Church property and the property of leaders 

may be put at risk. Church leaders may be personally held liable, both civilly and criminally, for 

the actions of a perpetrator if they were negligent in providing a plan for the safety of the 

children in their church. A prevention program can reduce risk through relatively simple 

procedures.”9 

“Churches are a natural target for sexual predators. They have large numbers of children; a 

shortage of willing workers, and a culture of trust that assumes no Christian could be suspect of 

such exploitation.”10 

 

                                                      

 

7 Sidebotham 2004 
8 Freeman 2007 
9 Convention of Atlantic Baptist Churches 1999 
10 Harvey 2002 
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Policy: 

Screening and Assessment: 

Church leadership and/or the ministry lead determine if an individual is suitable or a 

potential candidate for children’s or youth ministry. 

Prospective ministry personnel are to submit to the recruitment and screening process 

managed by the ministry lead. Individuals will submit and complete the following: 

• Minimum of 6 months church attendance required prior to application* 

• Completion of a ministry application form, which includes the C&MA Statement 

of Faith 

• Minimum of three reference checks from non-relatives 

• A criminal record check, to be renewed every 3 years (for volunteers 15+ yrs old) 

• Face to face interaction or interview with the ministry leader or designate 

• Annual Plan to Protect training session 

• Final approval from church leadership 

*In special situations when the prospective volunteer is not a regular attendee of 

Dawson Creek Alliance Church the prospective volunteer must meet one of the 

following requirements: 

• Have lived in the Dawson Creek area and regularly attend and been involved in a 

church belonging to the Dawson Creek ministerial association for a period of 12 

or more consecutive months prior to the application. 

• Regularly attended and been involved in a church belonging to the Christian and 

Missionary Alliance in Canada for a period of 12 or more consecutive months 

prior to the application. 

The recruitment and screening process must be completed within a 3 month period of 

time. Workers in process of completing the recruitment and screening process will not 

be placed in a position of trust. Access to children will be limited until final approval is 

received. 
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Identification and Supervision of Volunteers: 

Ministry personnel will be intentionally identified and supervised. 

1. Ministry personnel are clearly identified with a nametag or approved clothing 

which identifies them to parents, children and newcomers 

2. To comply with insurance requirements and to provide adequate supervision for 

children, one of the following must be in place: 

• A minimum of two unrelated ministry personnel are present for 

supervision, except in the event of an emergency, or, 

• One ministry personnel is present with windows having clear lines of 

visibility in place, or the door open, with designated hall monitors 

circulating periodically from room to room. 

Record Keeping: 

Legally, the Statute of Limitations does not apply to the ongoing protection of children 

and youth. Therefore, all records are confidential and shall be kept permanently in a 

safe, secured location. 

• Attendance of children is taken each time a classroom or program is in session. 

These attendance records are kept on file permanently 

• A record will be kept of ministry personnel on duty in each classroom or 

program. This record will be maintained with the record of attendance and kept 

on file permanently. 

Protection of Children and Youth: 

Supervision: 
Every event with children and youth needs to have at least 2 unrelated ministry personnel. It is 

preferable to have male and female ministry personnel when an event has both male and 

female children. It is required to have male and female ministry personnel for overnight events 

with mixed genders.  
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Leader/Student Ratios: 

• One ministry personnel for every 3 infants (birth-17 months) 

• One ministry personnel for every 4-5 toddlers or preschoolers 

• One ministry personnel for every 7 elementary age children 

• One ministry personnel for every 7 Junior high students (gr. 7-9) 

• One ministry personnel for every 10 Senior high students (gr. 10-12) 

• One ministry personnel for every 7 students on overnight/off-site events 

Leader/student interactions: 

Leaders are expected to be role models to the children and youth they are facilitating. 

Everyone is expected to act appropriately, with integrity.  

• Guard yourself and those in your care from unhealthy attachments. Avoid any 

sort of personal interactions with the opposite sex. Things like: one-on-one 

prayers, counselling, texting/messaging, physical touch. 

• Even if you are not bothered by your interactions, you have no idea what the 

other person is thinking and feeling. 

• Ministry personnel are not to be left alone with a child or youth. 

Physical Contact: 

Recognizing that children need appropriate displays of affection that reflect pure, 

genuine and positive displays of God’s love, appropriate touch with children will be age 

and developmentally appropriate. We encourage ministry leaders to: 

• Hold a preschool child who is crying, 

• Speak to a child at eye level and listen with your eyes as well as your ears, 

• Hold a child’s hands when speaking, listening or walking him or her to an activity, 

• Gently hold the child’s shoulder or hand to keep his or her attention while you 

redirect the child’s behavior, 

• Put your arm around the shoulder of a child when comforting or quieting as 

needed, 

• Pat a child on the head, hand, shoulder or back to affirm him or her. 

All touch must be done in view of others. 
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Recognizing that the innocence of children must be protected, ministry leaders will be 

made aware that the following actions are deemed inappropriate and will not be 

permitted: 

• Do not kiss a child or coax a child to kiss you, 

• Do not engage in extended hugging and tickling, 

• Do not hold a child’s face when talking to or disciplining the child, 

• Do not touch a child in any area that would be covered by a bathing suit 

• Do not carry older children and do not allow them to sit on your lap, 

• Avoid prolonged physical contact with any child or youth. 

Youth: 

Appropriate Touch: 

• One-arm hugs 

• Shoulder-to-shoulder hugs 

• Touch on the upper back or shoulder 

Inappropriate touch 

• Chest-to-chest hugging 

• Extended hugging and overly exuberant affection 

• Lap-sitting 

• Kissing 

• Touching of thighs, knees or inappropriate parts of the body 

Be aware and avoid conduct that could be misinterpreted: 

• Horseplay 

• Tickling 

• Extended physical contact of any sort 

Consent forms/waivers: 

• At the beginning of every ministry year, all youth are to submit completed Youth 

Ministry Authorization and Consent Forms, signed by their parent or guardian. 
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• The Youth Ministry Authorization will not replace specific consent and 

authorization forms for activities that involve an elevated risk or for overnight 

trips. 

Transportation of Youth and Children: 

Occasionally students need rides for trips and events. In such cases we would be in need 

of drivers who would need to complete the following: 

• Be pre-approved by the ministry lead, 

• Provide a copy of their valid driver’s license, 

• Provide a copy of their current automobile insurance policy with $3,000,000 

liability insurance, 

• Have had a minimum of five years driving experience, and 

• Agree to follow and sign the driving contract. 

• Submit a Driving Record (Driver’s Abstract) to the church. 

Risk Management: 

• Try to always have more than one other person in the vehicle. 

• Never take just one person of the opposite gender. 

Junior Leaders: 
 Junior leaders are leaders who are unable to be given full responsibility over 

children or youth due to their age. It is recommended that there be a 5-year gap 

between ministry personnel and the ones they serve.  

 Ministry personnel between the ages of 12 and 17 must be assigned to work 

alongside another ministry personnel over the age of 18 in children’s ministry. Ministry 

personnel must be 18 years of age or older to work alone in a classroom. In both 

situations, the door must remain open with designated hall monitors circulating 

periodically from room to room.  

We encourage having junior leaders because: 

• Service is a necessary ingredient for developing spiritual maturity. 

• Leaders can be hard to come by 
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 “…if we want young Christians – whether young in age or in faith – to grow, one of the best 

things we can do is find them a place where they can invest themselves in Kingdom work.”11 

Safety, First Aid & Emergencies: 

Individuals are encouraged to become certified and trained in first aid. 

Dealing with Cuts or Injuries Involving Blood: 

• When a child or youth is injured, the individual is to be separated from others. The area 

where the injury occurred or where any blood may have dropped on the floor or toys is 

also to be isolated. 

• Ministry personnel need to ensure that no other children have had contact with any of 

the blood from the cut or injury. 

• Non-latex gloves are to be used when bandaging the injury, avoiding contact with 

mouth, ears and eyes. 

• Extreme care will be taken in cleaning up all blood and bloody bandages and the safe 

and secure removal of waste and disposal of gloves to a secure waste removal 

container. 

• Hands are to be washed carefully with sterilizing soap available in first aid kit. 

Dealing with Internal Injuries: 

• The student must not be moved, unless they can stand up and walk on their own. If they 

can move on their own, lead him or her out of the activity area. One or two witnesses as 

well as the ministry personnel must remain with the injured youth for assistance, 

comfort and to confirm information for the incident report. 

• If the injury is severe and time is of the essence: 

1. Immediately call 911 and request an ambulance; 

2. Contact the injured youth’s parents and make them aware of the situation; 

3. If the decision is made to transport the student to the hospital, the ministry lead 

should accompany the injured youth to the hospital; 

4. When the parents arrive at the hospital, the ministry leader should 

▪ Introduce himself/herself and his/her role in their youth’s life, 

                                                      

 

11 Brad Cowie, Maturing Through Ministry, Trumpet article. 
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▪ Explain the situation and the injury being careful not to admit fault on 

any part, 

▪ Return to the event unless there is a good reason to stay, 

▪ Have the parents call the youth pastor or ministry lead at the church in 

the morning if they have any questions or concerns. 

• In any case with an injury, complete an Incident Report.  

Reporting Procedures: 

Hearing on an Allegation or Suspicion of Abuse: 

• For the protection of our children and youth, all allegations and/or suspicions of abuse 

against children and youth will be taken seriously. 

• Upon hearing of potential abuse or allegations of abuse to a child or youth, the ministry 

personnel should complete a Suspected Abuse Report Form documenting all pertinent 

information. The victim should not be asked leading questions nor should the accused 

or any other parties be contacted at the point of completing the suspected Abuse 

Report Form. All forms must be kept permanently unless otherwise directed by legal 

counsel. 

• Any allegations of abuse to a child or youth must be reported to the proper authorities. 

The reporting should be done in conjunction with the senior pastor, children’s pastor or 

youth pastor.  

Reporting an Allegation or Suspicion of Abuse: 

• Any person including, but not limited to, ministry personnel, who has reasonable 

grounds to believe that a child is in need of protection, is legally required to 

immediately report the matter to the Ministry of children and Family Development or 

the police. Reporting must be done orally by telephone or in person.  

• A person who knowingly fails to report in these circumstances is in violation of the law 

and may be found to have committed an offence and may be subject to discipline action 

in the church. 

• The senior pastor or his designate must notify the church’s insurance provider and seek 

legal counsel upon hearing of a suspected child abuse case. 

• The church will notify and work in conjunction with denominational leadership in any 

and all allegations or suspicions of abuse that may have happened in the context of 

church ministry. 
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• If the suspected abuse happened in the context of church ministries or was committed 

by a church member or attendee, the parents of the victim must be notified by the 

senior pastor or by church leadership.  

Youth Ministry Specific: 

 In the Alliance Youth Ministry, we are striving to develop personal relationships 

with the youth. This goal is how we plan on fulfilling the great commission and greatest 

commandments. However, this creates potential dangers for both students and leaders. 

We will take the following extra precautions: 

• Discipleship groups must be approved by the ministry lead and documented 

• Any One-on-one mentoring must be done in public settings, or with the open-door 

policy 

• Leaders will not date youth (limit communication with opposite gendered youth) 

• Never be alone with a youth 

Counselling: 

Ethics: 

• Respect the person’s dignity and worth as they are created in the image of God with 

huge potential! 

• Live, act and counsel in accordance with godly values. 

• Work towards their best interest, not yours. 

• Don’t force your help on anyone. Be sure not to manipulate or use guilt in your 

counselling. 

• Fully inform them of where you are leading them. 

• Never exploit trust or dependency. 

• Share the bounds of confidentiality at the outset. 

• If feelings of attraction begin in either party, terminate counselling immediately. 

• If the relationship is destructive to you, terminate counselling immediately. 

• Never counsel if the person is under the influence of alcohol, drugs or illness. 

• Never create false expectations of favourable results.  

• Keep information confidential unless the person’s welfare is at stake. As a general rule, 

only share information if the person consents. 
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• All counsellors are legally bound to report physical abuse or neglect of a minor to the 

Department of Social Services or the police. Anyone who does not comply with this law 

is subject to a fine and/or a jail sentence.  

• Refer individuals requiring specialized physical, mental or emotional diagnosis, therapy 

or treatment to qualified health-care professionals. 

• Don’t take sides. Ever! 

Youth often need to talk. We do not expect anyone to enter a counselling relationship, 

but ask that you follow these counselling ethics when youth disclose personal 

information.  

 When in a counselling-like situation avoid just spouting off instructions and get-

well plans. Actually listen. Avoid answering their questions directly. Practice reflective 

listening, and asking questions for them to work through the answer themselves 

through your prompting.  

Suicide and Crisis Intervention: 

Signals: 

• Direct or indirect preoccupation with death 

• Significant lifestyle changes 

• Observable changes in behavior or motivation 

• Observable changes in personality and emotions 

• Physical and somatic changes  

Responding: 

• Always take suicide threats seriously and respond accordingly 

o Don’t minimize their pain 

o Don’t ask leading questions, rather reflect their feelings back to them 

o Don’t make promises that you can’t keep 

o Hear them out, listen and encourage 

• Determine the seriousness of the threat 

o Thoughts 

o Plans 

o Means 

 

Never be afraid to 

ask a person if 

they are suicidal 

Don’t take on the role of a 

therapist. Keep them safe. 

Inform ministry lead, 

parents, and seek 

professional help. 

 


